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 Judging Sheet B   Visual Aid Speech category only.

Student Name _______________ Student # _____ Round # _____ Judge’s #/Initials _____ Category _____________

Instructions: Award points for each of the five criteria below. For each criterion, indicate in the points box the number of points 
that best describes the performance. Subtract penalty points, if applicable. Total points will indicate the final rating, according 
to the rating key below.

   SPEECH Points
Strong 9–10 points  The speaker is notably audible and understandable, his or her words flow true to life, and he or she has 

no interruptions/forgetfulness.
Maturing 7–8 points  The speaker is audible and understandable, has a smooth flow of words, and has no interruptions/

forgetfulness.
Developing 5–6 points The speaker is audible, stumbles over some words, and has minor interruptions due to forgetfulness.
Emerging 3–4 points The speaker is mostly audible, frequently stumbles over words, and has interruptions due to forgetfulness.
Beginning 0–2 points The speaker is inaudible or is mumbling and has frequent/lengthy interruptions due to forgetfulness.

   ANIMATION Points
Strong 9–10 points  The speaker uses vibrant facial and vocal expressions and emotions and brings the character(s)/story to life.
Maturing 7–8 points  The speaker shows excellent development of the characters/story through facial, vocal, and emotional 

expressions.
Developing 5–6 points The speaker has good use of facial and vocal expressions, works at character/story development. 
Emerging 3–4 points The speaker has little facial or vocal expression and has little emotional involvement with the characters/story. 
Beginning 0–2 points The speaker lacks expression and emotional involvement with the characters/story.

   USE OF VISUAL AIDS Points (Review category rules for expectations.)
Strong 9–10 points   The speaker handles visual aids extremely effectively (with a natural flow), smoothly combines speaking 

with using visual aids and provides a constant unobstructed view of aids.
Maturing 7–8 points  The speaker smoothly uses and handles visual aids, doesn’t break pace when speaking and using aids, 

and provides the audience with a consistent good view of  aids. 
Developing 5–6 points   The speaker has some preoccupation with visual aids, slows speaking pace slightly when handling visual 

aids, and hinders the view of visual aids periodically. 
Emerging 3–4 points   The speaker’s preoccupation with visual aids interferes with the presentation. The speech is interrupted 

when the speaker is handling aids. 
Beginning 0–2 points    The speaker awkwardly handles visual aids or fumbles when handling aids. The verbal presentation is in spurts.

   EYE CONTACT Points (Readings: With audience; Monologues and Poetry: With audience, or focus in direction of)
Strong 9–10 points   The speaker smoothly and frequently glances from visual aids and connects with the audience. 
Maturing 7–8 points  The speaker frequently glances from visual aids to the audience. 
Developing 5–6 points  The speaker makes an effort to glance toward the audience while working with visual aids. 
Emerging 3–4 points   The speaker has little eye contact with the audience; visual aids are the focal point of the presentation.
Beginning 0–2 points   The speaker has little or no eye contact with the audience; he or she concentrates on speaking and 

handling aids. 

   COMMAND OF PERFORMANCE Points (Review category rules for expectations.)
Strong 9–10 points  The speaker is in total command, is poised and comfortable before the audience, and is comfortable with 

speaking and with using aids.
Maturing 7–8 points  The speaker is well prepared and handles aids and speaking combination capably.
Developing 5–6 points  The speaker works to take ownership and is not comfortable in handling aids while speaking.
Emerging 3–4 points  The speaker struggles throughout the presentation.
Beginning 0–2 points  The speaker is not prepared and is detached from the audience.

Points  Subtotal   – Penalty Points   =  Total Points 
Penalty Points (10 maximum)  are points subtracted for not fulfilling rules or category requirements.
(Circle area)     Introduction      Manuscript      Selection      Props      Gestures      Time 

Total Points Rating Key
Superior 50–45
Excellent 44–37
Good 36–24

Explanation:


